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Enhanced DC-link voltage utilization for sliding
mode controlled PMSM drives

Vı́ctor Repecho, Andrés Sierra-González, Edorta Ibarra, Domingo Biel and Antoni Arias

Abstract—Sliding mode control (SMC) can be considered for
torque regulation of permanent magnet synchronous machines
(PMSM) when fast transient response and/or robustness under
parameter uncertainties are required. In some particular appli-
cations, a voltage harmonic injection technique that enhances the
DC-link voltage utilization should be incorporated into the con-
troller to operate at high speeds. Although this is straightforward
for pulse width modulated (PWM) drives, a convenient definition
of the sliding surfaces and an appropriate injection procedure
must be implemented when using SMC. In this work, a novel
approach to generate zero sequence voltage harmonic injection
in surface mounted (SM) PMSM drives controlled by a fixed
switching frequency first order SMC is proposed. A theoretical
analysis is provided verifying the sliding mode existence and
demonstrating the system stability when the sliding mode is
reached. Finally, experimentation is carried out in an off-the-shelf
PMSM drive, where two voltage injection patterns are tested. In
both cases, the DC-link voltage utilization is extended by a 15 %,
confirming the validity of the proposal.

Index Terms—Maximum DC-link voltage utilization, zero se-
quence third harmonic injection, SMC, PMSM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sliding Mode Control (SMC) features robustness against
plant parameter variations and uncertainties while provid-
ing fast transient response [1]–[7]. Nevertheless, professional
field engineers working on Permanent Magnet Synchronous
Machine (PMSM) are generally reluctant to use SMC for
torque/current controllers due to the lack of application notes
and the supposed mathematical complexity of its analysis.

Several of the inherent SMC drawbacks, such as the variable
switching frequency and the challenging (or difficult) digital
implementation, have been lately addressed in the scientific
literature [8]–[12] and successfully overcome. However, in
the PMSM drive field, another relevant practical feature is
the voltage harmonics injection, which up to date has not
been sufficiently investigated. Such injection is required in
applications where full DC-link voltage utilization is needed
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to achieve high mechanical speeds while postponing or even-
tually avoiding field weakening operation. This is not only
desirable for general purpose electric drives [13], but also for
state of the art applications such as battery powered electric
vehicles [14]–[20] and electromechanical actuators [21]–[24],
among others.

In PWM operated three-phase electric drives, full DC-link
voltage utilization can be achieved by means of (i) directly
injecting the harmonic signal v∗n to the fundamental reference
voltages [25]–[27], or (ii) by using space vector modulation
(SVM), where signal injection is inherent to the modulation
process [26], [28], [29]. Both techniques add to the fundamen-
tal reference voltage a zero sequence signal (3rd, 9th, 15th. . .
harmonics) to increase the maximum amplitude of the output
voltage by a factor of 2/

√
3 without over-modulation [26],

[30]. On the other hand, fundamental reference voltages are
not present in SMC, since the controllers directly generate the
discontinuous control signals. Therefore, the voltage injection
signals should be included in the SMC design stage through
the suitable definition of the sliding surfaces and their refer-
ence values. Among the few works that deal with the voltage
harmonic injection in SMC, the neutral voltage vn is controlled
in [31] to introduce a third harmonic voltage component in a
photovoltaic inverter. A phase voltage of the grid is sensed
and combined with an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to
provide v∗n. Similarly, third harmonic injection is conducted
in [32] by using an EKF for a grid connected voltage source
inverter including an LCL filter. Both approaches determine
v∗n from the desired steady-state regime of the inverter, which
depends on the inverter parameters, the DC-link voltage and
the delivered power. As a consequence, these methods are
not robust in the face of system variations. Moreover, the
EKF includes additional dynamics to the system that may
complicate the controller design.

In this work, a novel approach to generate voltage har-
monic injection in a surface mounted (SM) PMSM drive
controlled by a fixed switching frequency first order SMC
is presented. The reference voltage v∗n is calculated by only
processing in real-time the equivalent control signals of the
SMC. Since none of the PMSM parameters or measurements
(motor currents, speed or position) have been used in the
injection scheme, a robust operation is obtained. Thanks
to this approach, it may be emulated any injection pattern
existing in PWM controlled PMSM drives. The paper also
presents a theoretical analysis verifying that a stable sliding
mode exists with the new designed control scheme. Moreover,
digital implementation details of the proposal in a widely
used microcontroller are given, demonstrating its suitability for
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Fig. 1: Control scheme of the proposed SMC with enhanced DC-link voltage utilization.

industrial applications. Finally, experimental results in an off-
the-self PMSM drive are provided under two different injection
patterns.

II. SLIDING MODE CONTROL OF SM-PMSMS WITH
ENHANCED DC-LINK VOLTAGE UTILIZATION

Figure 1 shows the general diagram of the fixed switching
frequency SMC [12] with the proposed zero sequence signal
generation algorithm (in blue). In the following, an introduc-
tion to the decoupled SMC for PMSMs is presented and the
zero sequence signal generation structure is detailed.

A. SM-PMSM model in the stationary reference frame

The stator voltage equations of an SM-PMSM in the sta-
tionary reference frame (abc) are given by [33]:

L
di

dt
= −R i− e(ωe) + vbusLBu, (1)

where i = [ia, ib, ic]
T , u = [ua, ub, uc]

T and e(ωe) =
[ea, eb, ec]

T are the stator currents, control signals and back-
EMF voltages, respectively. The signals ua, ub, uc, which
control the state of the VSI switches, can only take discrete
values (1 or -1), and, in general, the back-EMF has a sinusoidal
distribution in a three-phase SM-PMSM. Moreover, consider-
ing a star connection and a symmetric machine, the inductance
matrix L is:

L =

La 0 0
0 Lb 0
0 0 Lc

 , (2)

and the matrix B becomes:

B =
1

LT

Lb + Lc −Lc −Lb

−Lc La + Lc −La

−Lb −La La + Lb

 , (3)

where LT = LbLc + LaLc + LaLb.

B. Decoupled SMC

The SMC design steps detailed in [12] have been followed
in this work. In order to carry out a decoupled sliding mode
current control, at first the sliding surface matrix S that will
guarantee zero tracking error must be selected [1]. As in a star
connected motor only two of the three currents are linearly
independent, only the control of two currents is necessary.
Thus, the remaining degree of freedom can be effectively used
to control the average value of the voltage vn and improve the
utilization of the DC-link voltage. Therefore, the switching
functions are defined as:

S =

[
i∗a − ia, i∗b − ib,

∫
(v∗n − vn) dt

]T
. (4)

In order to design the control laws guaranteeing asymptotic
convergence to the desired steady-state, that is the derivative
of a candidate Lyapunov function (V = 0.5σTσ) is negative,
a new set of sliding surfaces σ = MS are defined. The matrix
M (Figure 1) that ensures the control decoupling [12], results
in:

M =

 La 0 1
0 Lb 1
−Lc −Lc 1

 . (5)

With respect to the system behaviour under sliding motion,
it is clear from (4) that once the sliding surfaces are reached
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(and the sliding existence conditions are fulfilled, see section
III-A) the currents and the average value of the voltage vn
track their reference signals and therefore the stability is
guaranteed.

C. Variable Hysteresis Generator

The following control law assures convergence to a vicinity
of a switching surface σx = 0 :

ux =

{
−1 if σx < −hx,
1 if σx > hx,

(6)

where x ∈ {a, b, c} and hx is the hysteresis band of each
controller. The hysteresis band generator (Figure 1) properly
regulates the hysteresis bands of the comparators to achieve
fixed switching frequency operation. The switching frequency
should be high enough with respect to the system dynamics
to guarantee that the switching function describes a piecewise
linear behaviour. Thus, the control signal commutates at fixed
switching frequency and the low frequency component of
the dynamics and the steady-state operation of the drive are
given by the ideal sliding motion. Moreover, as expected,
it can be easily proved that the hysteresis band providing
fixed switching frequency is highly dependent on the machine
variables and parameters. In [12] this problem was overcome
averaging the control signals and using the equivalent control
signals [1] in the hysteresis band generator. As a result, the
fixed switching frequency regulation becomes robust with
respect to the PMSM parameter variations and to the harmonic
injection.

D. Zero sequence signal generation under sliding mode

In PWM operated PMSM drives, the triplen harmonic signal
is generated using the sinusoidal reference voltages va, vb and
vc. The SMC does not generate such voltages, since directly
provides discontinuous control signals to the inverter. In this
work, the equivalent controls extracted from the system will
be used for generating v∗n, as depicted in blue in Figure 1.

From the SMC theory [1], the equivalent controls can be
analytically determined by applying σ = 0 and σ̇ = 0. Hence,
using MṠ = 0, and replacing (1)-(5), the following is obtained:

uxeq =
1

vbus
(Lxi̇

∗
x +Ri∗x + ex + v∗n), (7)

Knowing that when the neutral point is regulated to zero
(v∗n = 0), the equivalent control is sinusoidal, and the funda-
mental harmonic of the control can be identified in (7) as:

Γx = vbusuxeq − v∗n. (8)

When the reference v∗n is not zero, the equivalent controls
are no longer purely sinusoidal, since vn tracks v∗n in average
under sliding motion, see (4). However, the injection algorithm
needs three purely sinusoidal waveforms to properly generate
the zero sequence signals. Therefore, when v∗n 6= 0, it is
necessary to recover the Γx signals and use them for the
zero sequence generation (Figure 1). Note that Γx could be
determined from (8), but this procedure needs to know v∗n,
which in turn is the output of the injection algorithm. To

overcome this problem, the Γx signals are calculated using
the following expression:

Γx = vbusuxeq − vneq
, (9)

which corresponds to (8), but replacing v∗n by vneq
, which is

the averaged value of vn. Knowing that the stator windings are
sinusoidally distributed along the stator, vn can be calculated
as:

vn =
vbus

3
(ua + ub + uc) , (10)

which is inherently discontinuous. Therefore, the averaged
value of vn can be approximated as

vneq
=
vbus

3

(
uaeq

+ ubeq + uceq
)
. (11)

According to [1], the equivalent controls of (9) can be deter-
mined by averaging the corresponding discontinuous control
signals (DC2EC block, Figure 1, see Section IV-A for further
details).

Summarizing, in the scheme used to generate the reference
signal v∗n (Figure 1), the equivalent controls and vneq

are firstly
obtained from the control signals. Subsequently, the Γx signals
are derived applying (9) and, finally, measuring the bus voltage
value, the reference signal v∗n is calculated either by applying
the well-known min −max technique or by any other zero
sequence pattern.

Remark 1. It has to be noted that the equivalent control is
measured online under sliding motion and does not need the
knowledge of the PMSM parameters or the machine state.
As a conclusion, the proposed method, which only should
measure the DC-link voltage, is robust with respect to the
PMSM variables and parameters. This fact constitutes the
main difference with respect to the approaches presented in
[31] and [32].

III. IMPACT OF THE ZERO SEQUENCE SIGNAL GENERATION
IN THE SLIDING MODE

As it was previously pointed out in (7), the equivalent
control is affected by the injected signal v∗n. As a consequence,
the sliding domain and the hysteresis of the comparators which
ensure fixed switching frequency operation are also modified.
Thus, this section is devoted to analyse the impact of the zero
sequence signal generation to the sliding mode.

A. Sliding domain and DC-link voltage utilization

Sliding mode is ensured when the equivalent control be-
haves between the minimum and the maximum of the applied
control signal, hence the expression −1 < uxeq < 1 should
be fulfilled for x ∈ {a, b, c}. Recalling (8), the sliding mode
existence requires that the inequalities

−vbus < Γx + v∗n < vbus (12)

should be verified. Let us study the case for phase a. Once the
sliding motion is reached, the inverter currents will perfectly
track the sinusoidal references, i.e.

i∗a = I sin(ωet), (13)
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where amplitude I will depend on PMSM desired speed
and load conditions. Moreover, the back-EMF can also be
considered sinusoidal:

ea = ωeψm sin(ωet), (14)

where ωe and ψm are the electrical angular speed and the
permanent magnet flux linkage, respectively. Therefore, from
(7) and (8), the fundamental harmonic is given by:

Γa = ∆a sin(ωet+ θa), (15)

where

∆a =
√

(LaIωe)2 + (RI + ωeψm)2, (16)
θa = arctan[LaIωe/(RI + ωeψm)]. (17)

When there is no DC-link voltage enhancement (v∗n = 0),
(12) results in vbus > ∆a. Hence, the bus voltage is selected
to fulfil this last inequality.

When the neutral voltage tracks a reference signal delivered
by the Harmonic generator block, (12) can be rewritten as:

vbus > ∆a | sin(ωet+ θa) +
1

6
sin(3ωet+ 3θa) | . (18)

Finally, recalling that the maximum of the signal sin(ωet+
θa) + 1

6 sin(3ωet + 3θa) is 0.866, one can confirm that the
DC-link usage is extended a 15.47%. Note that equivalent
expressions are obtained for phases b and c.

Remark 2. The previous analysis considers a reference signal
with third harmonic. When the min −max technique is ap-
plied, v∗n not only has the third harmonic but also other triplen
harmonics. In [34] it is proved that those triplen harmonics
are eliminated in the line-to-line voltage waveforms and do
not have any influence in the DC-link usage enhancement.

B. Fixed switching frequency operation

The hysteresis generation block of Figure 1 fixes the switch-
ing period t∗sw by adjusting the hysteresis bands hx as a
function of the equivalent controls [12]:

hx = 0.25t∗swvbus(1− u2xeq). (19)

In Figure 2a the equivalent controls are plotted considering
ωm = 2500π/30 rad/s and the PMSM parameters shown in
Table I. The perfect sinusoidal waveform (in blue) is obtained
when no injection is applied, while the one in black is obtained
with injection. This confirms the aforementioned increment
of 2/

√
3 on the DC-link usage. Moreover, recalling that the

equivalent control is a signal with a fundamental harmonic and
its triplens, the hysteresis is also a periodic signal with

hmax = 0.25t∗swvbus, (20)

hmin = 0.25t∗swvbus(1− |uxeq|2max). (21)

Note that only hmin is affected by third harmonic injection
(Figure 2b). Since the maximum value of the equivalent
control is |uxeq|max = ∆x/vbus when there is no injection
and is |uxeq|max = 0.866∆x/vbus when the third harmonic is
injected, the following relation is fulfilled:

hmin−no

hmin−third
=

v2bus −∆2
x

v2bus − (0.866∆x)2
, (22)
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Fig. 2: (a) Equivalent control waveforms and (b) hysteresis
bands evolution for a single period in the PMSM (Table I)
for steady-state conditions at ωm = 2500π/30 rad/s, without
(blue) and with (black) injection.
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Fig. 3: Evolution of the maximum and minimum values of the
hysteresis bands without (blue) and with (black) injection for
(a) load and (b) speed variations.

where hmin−no and hmin−third are the minimum values of
the hysteresis for no injection operation and when the third
harmonic is injected, respectively. From (22) it can be inferred
that hmin−third > hmin−no and it can be concluded that
the signal injection not only does not make the switching
frequency regulation worse but also reduces the hysteresis
variation required to set it. Therefore, the injection of the third
harmonic helps to reduce the total excursion of the required
hysteresis value as Figure 2b depicts.

On the other hand, the load torque also varies the equivalent
controls since it affects the amplitude I on (16). Nevertheless,
the impact of the load torque in the equivalent control and
in the hysteresis bands is low, since the EMF terms in (16)
dominates the ones with I . Figure 3a shows how hmax is
constant while hmin is almost unaffected by load conditions
in both non-injection and injection scenarios. Finally, Figure
3b illustrates the strong speed dependence of the minimum
hysteresis band (hmin). As the speed increases, the hmin

decreases and eventually it might take the value zero which
means that the DC bus limit is achieved.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

Figure 4 shows the experimental platform used to test the
control proposal. A 3-phase Unimotor 115E2 SM-PMSM fed
by an Infineon FS50R06W1E3 VSI has been mounted. Table I
summarizes the most significant parameters of the PMSM
drive and the IP controller designed to regulate the machine
mechanical speed. A DC-link voltage of 270 V has been
considered as in a real EMA application [35].
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TABLE I: PMSM drive parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Power, Torque, Speed P , Te, wm 2.54 kW , 8.1 Nm, 3000 rpm
Motor Constants KT ,Ke 0.93 Nm/A, 57 V/krpm
Pole pairs p 3
Stator Inductances La, Lb, Lc 1.5 mH ± 0.25 mH
Stator Resistance R 0.36 Ω

Moment of Inertia J 4.57 · 10−3 kgm2

Friction Coefficient B 8.75 · 10−3 Nms

Bus Voltage 2vbus 270 V
Switching frequency fsw 12.5 kHz

IP Speed controller

Sampling Period Tzw 125 µs
Settling time at 2 % ST2 1 s
Damping factor ζ 0.707

ki = 4.222 · J/(ζ2 · ST 2
2 ); kp = 2 · 4.22 · J/ST2 −B

A. Digital implementation details

The control algorithm described in section II has been
implemented in a Texas Instruments F28335 microcontroller.
A predictive algorithm [12] has been used for the continuous
time emulation of the hysteresis comparators. Thanks to this,
with a sampling period of 5 µs the SMC behaves close to the
ideal dynamics. The rest of the algorithm has been discretized
using a standard procedure with a sampling period low enough
with respect to the mechanical time constant. Therefore, the
control has been implemented in two routines, one for SMC
including the prediction algorithm and sampled at 5 µs and
the mechanical speed control routine executed at 125 µs.
This last routine also generates the variable hysteresis band.
The SMC control task was executed with high priority and
cannot be interrupted. The speed control code (which includes
the v∗n generation) is executed with low priority (so it can
be continuously suspended by the SMC). In discrete time
implementations, it is important to evaluate the resources used
by digital devices [36], [37]. In this case, the CPU usage is
around 84 %, which implies a high but safe utilization rate
guaranteeing a correct execution.

For the derivation of the equivalent controls uaeq
, ubeq and

uceq , instead of using digital low pass filters which add delays
to the measurements, an alternative method has been applied to
the Discontinuous Controls to extract their Equivalent Controls
(DC2EC block, Figure 1.) Three timers of the micro controller
are programmed to measure the ton and the switching period
tsw of the control signals. With these measurements, the
equivalent control is approximated as follows:

uxeqk = 2
txonk

txswk
− 1, (23)

where k is the rising edge event of the corresponding control
action. At any new txswk measurement, a code is executed
estimating the equivalent controls using (23) and updating the
value of v∗n according to the scheme shown in Figure 1 (blue
part).

PMSM 115E2

VSI + DSP F28335

Fig. 4: Workbench with an off the shelf 3-phase Unimotor
115E2 SM-PMSM mechanically coupled with a loading DC
machine, the micro-controller and VSI.

B. Experimental tests

Two experimental tests have been performed to validate the
proposal.

1) Zero sequence generation at constant speed: In this
particular test, voltage injection is carried out while operating
at steady-state at 2500 rpm, close to the base speed. Two
voltage harmonic patterns have been applied to show the
flexibility of the proposal:
(a) The well-known min−max technique [26].
(b) Third harmonic signal with variable gain, generated by

performing the following expression:

v∗n =
2

3v2bus
ΓaΓbΓc =

∆3

6 v2bus
sin(3ωt+ 3θ), (24)

which is not only extremely simple, but also automati-
cally adapts its amplitude when ∆ increases, see (16).

Figures 5, 6 and 7 show the test results: the motor voltage
Γa (channel 2, yellow waveform), the vneq

voltage (channel 4,
blue waveform) measured through an analogue low pass filter
with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz, and, finally, the equivalent
control voltage, vbusuaeq

(channel 2, green signal) measured
through the DAC LT2645 with the scale 2.5 V / 270 V.

From Figures 5 and 6 it can be validated that the proposed
methodology works as expected. In both cases, the desired
reduction of 15 % in the peak motor voltage is obtained when
the injection is activated. Moreover, the expected behaviour of
vneq

, triangular wave in Figure 5 and a purely sinusoidal in
Figure 6, can also be confirmed.

Figure 7 illustrates the correct behaviour of the two pre-
viously mentioned signal injection techniques and, more im-
portantly, validates the capability of harmonic injection with
the proposed SMC supporting different injection techniques. It
becomes clear that, when the method given by (24) is used, the
same level of fundamental phase voltage reduction is achieved
with a smaller injected signal.
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Fig. 5: Transient from no injection to min − max signal
injection. From top to bottom: equivalent voltage, vbusuaeq ,
motor voltage, Γa, and averaged common voltage, vneq .

vneq

vbusuaeq
Γa

vbus
limit

15 %

Injection ONInjection OFF

Fig. 6: Transient from no injection to variable gain third
harmonic signal injection. From top to bottom: equivalent
voltage, vbusuaeq

, motor voltage. Γa, and averaged common
voltage, vneq

.

2) Zero sequence generation during speed reversal test:
The second test is devoted to a speed reversal, and the results
show the injection feature and confirm that the sliding motion
is guaranteed at any time. Specifically, the motor varies its
speed from 2500 rpm to -2500 rpm. Figures 8-11 show the
following waveforms from the tests: the equivalent voltage
of phase a, vbusuaeq , measured through the DAC LT2645
scaled so ±135 V correspond to 2.5 and 0 V, the equivalent
common mode voltage vneq

measured through an analogue
low pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz, the motor
speed measured through the DAC LT2645, scaled so ±3000
rpm correspond to 2.5 and 0 V, and the decoupled switching
function σa measured through the DAC LT2645, scaled so its
zero at 1.25 V.

Figures 8 and 10 present the speed reversal tests for both
injection techniques while Figures 9 and 11 show zoomed
views for more detail. The results validate the behaviour
of both injections methods for all the electrical frequencies

vneq

vbusuaeqΓa

min-max
technique

eq (24)
technique

Fig. 7: Transient from zero sequence variable gain third
harmonic to min − max. From top to bottom: equivalent
voltage, vbusuaeq

, motor voltage, Γa, and averaged common
voltage, vneq

.

vbusuaeq
ωe

ZOOM A ZOOM B

vneq

σa

vbus
limit

Fig. 8: Zero sequence min-max signal injection. From top
to bottom: equivalent voltage, vbusuaeq

, averaged common
voltage, vneq

, angular speed, ωe, and switching function, σa.

involved during such a transient test. As it shows the behaviour
of σa during the test, the control preserves the regulation
property under the zero sequence injection, since the average
value of σ is very close to 1.25 V, which corresponds to 0,
thus confirming a perfect tracking of the reference current
signals. It should be noticed how the hysteresis value is varied
in order to bound the switching period of the control signals.
This fact is confirmed from the switching function envelopes.
With regard to the injection signals, again the triangular
waveform (Figure 8) and the purely sinusoidal (Figure 10) can
be observed. From the envelope of vneq

is again validated that
the variable gain methodology uses a lower reference voltage
for the same bus utilization level.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has demonstrated that SMC applied to PMSMs
can exploit full DC-link voltage utilization as in PWM regu-
lated drives naturally do with proper modulation techniques.
Hence, it has been extensively justified the virtual increment,
by a factor of 2/

√
3, of the fundamental output voltages when
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vbusuaeqωe

Fig. 9: Zoomed views of Figure 8. From top to bottom:
equivalent voltage, vbusuaeq

, averaged common voltage, vneq
,

angular speed, ωe, and switching function, σa.

vbusuaeq ωe

ZOOM A ZOOM B

vneq

σa

vbus
limit

Fig. 10: Zero sequence variable gain signal injection. From
top to bottom: equivalent voltage, vbusuaeq

, averaged common
voltage, vneq

, angular speed, ωe, and switching function, σa.

using SMC instead of space vector modulation or PWM with
proper triplen harmonics addition. Therefore, SMC not only
guarantees robustness and parameter independence, but also
keeps the switching frequency constant and, with the con-
tribution of this paper, establishes the methodology to inject
any zero sequence voltages to maximise the DC-link voltage
utilization, increasing by 15 % its base speed. Moreover, since
none of the PMSM parameters nor any measured magnitudes
(speed or position) have been used in the proposed structure,
a robust injection harmonic has been obtained.

A rigorous SMC theoretical analysis verifying the sliding
mode existence under the proposed harmonic injection condi-
tions has been presented and the experimental results with an
off-the-shelf PMSM demonstrates the utility of the proposal
methodology, confirming that the injection voltage technique
can operate with any zero sequence voltage. With such a
wide harmonic injection capability, SMC can be further ex-
ploited for non-three-phase applications including multiphase
power systems.
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